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Abstract 
A discussion is given of ongoing work related to development and utilization of a numerical model for 
treating the fluid dynamics of ink jets. The model embodies the complete nonlinear, time dependent, 
axi-symmetric equations in finite difference form. An earlier work treated continuous jets in which periodic 
boundary conditions allowed study of local capillary instability to drop formation in a moving reference 
frame. The present study includes the jet nozzle geometry with no-slip boundary conditions and the existence 
of a contact circle. The contact circle is allowed scme freedom of movement, but wetting of exterior surfaces 
has not yet been addressed. The principal objective in current numerical experiments is to determine what 
pressure history. in conjunction with surface forces, will lead to clean drop formation. 
I. Introduction 
Recent experimental fluid drop studies related to ink jet printer design have provided an extensive input 
to guide development of a comprehensivc numerical model for treating surface tension driven flows. As a 
consequence, a full nonlinear model now provides feedback of fundamental interest regarding the appropriate 
interaction of forces for drop formation. The system of numerical programs is lengthy and complex but seems 
adaptable to many problems involving drops and bubbles. 
In a previous study we considered the so-called "continuous jet", where equally spaced drops are produced 
in a continuous stream.I An "intinite jet" model, assuming periodic boundary conditions for a single drop 
region, provided information on drop stream control through suitable harmonic disturbances. Of general 
interest beyond practical matters of ink jets is that these numerical solutions gave the complete intervening 
behavior between Rayleigh's inviscidcapillary jet2 (initial solution) and Lamb's oscillating drop after 
breakup3 (final solution). 
The present study has the added complication of flow from a nozzle, controlled by a pressure history 
intended for the release of a single drop. A contact circle is now involved with the uncertainty of what 
constitutes a rigorous treatment of such a boundary. Further uncertainty exists regarding the pressure history. 
produced by a transducer, since the small scale of the jet precludes measurement of even peak pressures. 
Fortunately the parameter R/W (Reynolds number / Weber number) is in a range that is amenable to numerical 
approximation, and it therefore seems possible that numerical experimentation will shed light on the existing 
uncertainties. 
Currently, the numerical programs are operational with contact circle treatment such that no wetting is 
permitted, as ir generally the case with analytic treatment of pendant drops. Motion of the contact circle 
occurs when negative pressures (relative to ambient) are applied at the nozzle entrance and fluid is drawn 
inward from the free surface. Currently, a square wave history of uniform pressure at the nozzle inlet is 
employed to drive the jet. A positive pulse sufficient to produce the experimental drop size is followed by a 
negative pulse which serves to initiate detachment of a drop. The negative pulse is terminated when the net 
impulse returns to zero. At this stage, surface tension must carry the contraction to final detachment of the 
drop. The objective of the work is to establish quantitatively the conditions which provide optimum drop 
characteristics for high resolution printing. 
In the folloving, we outline the nuwrical method which does not differ appreciably from reference 1. We 
then discuss a series of results which have thue far been confined to parameters of interest in ink jet 
hardware devrlopraent. Concluding remarks point up those aspects of the work where nuwrical solution has 
provided practical insight into the behavior of the flows. 
11. Numerical Method 
The geometry wr consider is easily visualized from an examination of output graphics of Fig. 1. A nozzle 
section of unit radius with inlet on the left is assumed to be connected to a cylindrical chamber with radius 
large compared to the nozzle. In Fig. 1 the nozzle oection is five units in length. (Note that tick marks on 
plot axes define finite difference mesh distances). Only a small additional annular region is needed in the 
geometry since drops generally will be limited to sizes on the order of the nozzle diameter and wettirg of the 
outlet facing is not currently permitted. Axi-symmetry is asrumed and hence the calculation region involver 
only the uppar half of the views in the output graphics. The lover half is added for esthetic purpoaer in the 
plotting programs. 
The initial rolution is impulsive with a prescribed uniform presrure at the circular cross section of the 
inlet. At the initial instant (t-0) the outlet meniscus ir flurh with the nozzle facing, this being the 
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equilibrium configuration in the abrmce of wetting. Taking the ambiant presrure ar zero at thin free rurface 
w begin with a linear axial prerrure gradient in the nozzle rection. The flow velocities are initially rero. 
The calculation proceeds by explicit t i m  differencar with all ruccaedinp time rteps following the r a m  
prercription which we will now outline for a firrt step, 
Because we here use a vorticity rtreamfunction formulation our firrt aim is to provide appropriate 
boundary conditions for the latter. Thir ir rather complex rince indeed none of the boundaries except the 
axis of aymmetry can be treated rimply erpecially rince wd want a time varying preasure at the inlet and also 
rish to provide for entrance flow from a chamber. de begin in a somewhat roundabout way by computing the 
relocity field8 through the momentum equations. In axi-symmetric form these equations are 
Herr u is the axial velocity (z direction) and v ie the radial velocity (r direction). P is the pressure, p 
is the fluid density and v the fluid vircosity. We choose to express the diffusion terms as vorticity 
gradients because the vorti. ' * v  (w) ie always av~ilable to simplity the calculation. However, we currently 
ere expressing the diff-:qio:. I the rrial v-locity equation in terms of u because accuracy in the nozzle 
boundary layer seems to requi it. 
A small forward integratiol~ in  ti^^ 3f (1) leads to flow because of the pressure gradient in the nozzle. 
Now by integrating the first of (1) over a fluld (control) volume of the nozzle we may obtain the uniform 
streamfunction value at the nozzle boundary relative to a zero streamline at the axis. That is, the tine 
derivative of :\e streamfunction Q at the nozzle surface becomes 
wiere we have deleted terms that do not contribute. In (2) L and R refer to left and right cross sections of 
the cylindrical control volume which initially includes the entire fluid region. z is the length of the 
nozzle and ro its radiuo. 
We can, of C O U ~ . ~ ~ ,  have the control volume continue to be all of the fluid region even when a drop is 
forming but then (2) becomes a moze difficult expression. Also. if the free surface draws inward the control 
voluse, as expressed in (2). must be shortened by revising zo and excluding some of the fluid near the outer 
edge of the outlet. 
Thus iar we still do not know the boundary conditiocs for Q at the entrance of the nozzle or at the free 
surface. For the latter we integrate the expressions 
2 - - rv and 2 - ru 
singly or in combination, beginning at the axis of symmetry outw~.: to - surface. This provides for Q at 
points on the surface at roughly mesh length distances. It is nxasaary. however, to define the free surface 
as a set of particles generally 5 to 10 per mesh distance. At there rurface particles Q is given through 
interpolation among those given above and the value previously obtained at the nozzle boundary. 
Finally, twu conditions are provided at the inlet. If flow is inward we simulate flow from a large 
chamber by req~iring uniform inflow. This effectively requires the boundary layer at the nozzle surface to 
begin at the inlet. With Q already known at the nozzle boundary, a mean velocity u may be obtained using the 
second of (3) for the entire inlet cross section. Reversing the procedure we obtain Q st inlet mesh points. 
Q is not linear in the axis-symretric case. 
For reverse flow we arrume that flow into the chamber will be the same as in the immediately adjacent 
region inside the nozzlc or 
there. 
At thin point ua are not yet ready to solve internal rtrearufunction values, we need yet to know the 
vorticity in the interior. Uring the time dependent equation 
- 
I.. 
we increment the vorticity forvard in time an we had done the velocitien. Thin if of courae waninglenn for 
the first time step because the vorticity field in null. At the necond time ntep and all following vorticity 
will derive from the no-alip nozzle 8urface and to a lerner extant from the free nurface. 
Internal ntreamfunction valuan are now obtained by simultanaoua solution at a11 net points of the equation 
This is followed by resetting the velocities using ( 3 )  and the after thought determination of vorticity at the 
nozzle surface using 
The redundancy of the above may be questioned but our objective thus far is to provide for more option8 on 
how solution is to be carried out both for convenience and accuracy. Solution of ( 5 )  is of necenrity by 
iteration rather than direct because of the time varying fluid region. Convergence is of course enhanced if 
in the course of getting surface streamfunction values through (3) one fills in internal points. The 
difference in the final outcome from ( 5 )  relates to truncation errare in (11, particularly in the nonlinear 
terms. One in fact would find that strict use of (3) only would leave in doubt what value to give the 
streamfunction at the nozzle surface because each integration upward along 2-constant lines would give a 
different error. 
With the streamfunction given st "Lagrangian" free surface points we m y  evaluate the normal and 
tangential velocities there. That is 
u T -'t r r l  and u - - A $  rl r 
where T is tangential and rl is normal. The second of these is readily obtained from particle Q values, ttie 
first through a nearest approach method relntive to selected interior points followed by interpolation. We 
require surface points or particles to carry with them coordinate information, local are lengths and angles 
(relative to the axis of symwtry). Using the angle we may obtain u and v for the particles through a 
rotathwl transforpution. 
Updating the surface configuration with 
we proceed to determine new local arc lengths along the surface ~ n d  new angles. Thus 
and 
-1 pr. 
a - tan 6r . 
It is now easy to obtain surface pressures. Relative to ambient "zero" pressure they are given by 
there a is the nurface tension coefficient. The first term on the rlght expresser the destabilizing curvature 
ound the axis of symmetry, the aecond, the rtabilizing curvature in the r-r plane and the laat term the 
kcensure contribution from local deformation. For the last term we again une a closest appr-3ch method for 
evaluation relative to selected interior points. However, a local continuity exprersion 
could probably be ured. 
At thir rtage we may iterate a Poiaron'r equation for the prereure. That ir 
vherr 
The boundary condition for the prarsure ir known everyvhere except at the nozzle surface where the condition 
on the derivative ir 
C is required at only interior pointr. 
Obtaining the vorticity at the free rurface has been somewhat of a problem. In terms of rurface 
quantities we write 
Unfortunately In a stationary reference frame this is subject to large errors because in a spherical drop (for 
example) large numbers must effectively cancel to produce a saall real vorticity. To overcome this we define 
velocities relative to a mean for each contiguous part of the fluid so that (14) is evaluated in terms of 
disturbance quantities. 
Scaling to permit nondimensional calculation is the same as with the earlier capillary instability 
problem.1 The reference length ir the nozzle radius ro. The reference velocity is the capillary wave 
velocity 
giving a time scale 
This lead8 to use of the ringle permeter, Reynolds number over Ueber number 
Thus the above equations 8-8 made diwnrionless by replacing v by W/R wherever it appears and replacing a by 
1.0. 
111. Results 
- During the developwnt of the numerical progrm there war constant reference to experimental work that war 
being conducted in the developmant of ink jet hardvare.4 Unfortunately becaure of the e m 1 1  size of the jet 
k. the crucial mearurewnt of driving prereure could not be made. Lacking thir knowledge, along vith uncrtrtainty 
I concerning the numerical program itrelf, mmde convergence to a eucceroful mathod very difficult. A failure to 
obtain a rolution comparable to experimnt could m a n  being outride the range of pressure values appropriate 
for drop forortion or could w a n  there vas a fundamental problem in the numerical program. The program ir 
qriite complex and the runninp tiwr ere by no w a n e  short. Unlike experiaenta which can be conducted in rapid 
ruccereion to achieve a certain operating behavior, the numerical experiment8 took too much time for u n y  
w o w  ~ueroeo. Now, harnver, we are quite close to experiment and the model has shovn evidence of belap 
adequate. We vill prrhepe never knov the exact character of the prereure that drives the jet but once having 
achieved ngreemnt in jet charecterirti:r, here damnatrated in a quantitesive virual form, ve are in a 
porition to underrtand most propartier of interert in the flowr, Even now, howver, one murt be mindful of 
limitationr of the approximate rolution rince unlimited grid rerolution ir of courre imporrible. 
To illurtrate thr numerical rolutionr we have choren a care which giver the most interesting overal? 
rerultr achieved by the ti- of thir writing. Figurer 1, 2 and 3 rhow r requrnce of four solutionr each in 
conrecutive tiwr for R/w-5. The prerrure hirtory is one which baginr vith a ruction (negative prerrure) 
followed by r poritive prerrure and then a ne8ative prerrure again. The recond ne~ative prerrure tarminater 
when the net impulre ir taro. While not necerrary, a very small raridual poritive prerrure rather than taro 
war maintained for the remainder of the running time of this care. The rqurre wave prersure at the inlrt and 
timer (both in nondimenrional unitr) are rr in Table 1. 
Table 1 
The nondimenrional times for the plotr illustrated are given in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Fig. Time Plot Interval Q QMAX W I N  Plot Interval P PPtAX PMIN 
In a11 figures the streamfunction is plotted as solid lines. Negative streamlines include tick marks. This 
is ~uniferted as tick marked lines for flow to the left (reverse flov in the nozzle) where the boundary layer 
vorticlty is predominantly negative. The vorticity vector (positive) is outward in upper half plane and 
inwrrd in the lo~er half. The center line is the streamline Q-0 as diccursed previously. Where this line 
appears it is a solid line without tick mrrkr. There are also tick narkr on the rolid boundaries of the 
nozzle but since these are rectilinear they are distinguishable from rtreamlines. Ar mentioned before, the 
tick mark spacing on the rectilinear liner a h w  the grid spaci~q. Thir is only roughly true on curved 
rtreamlines. 
Prerrure "isobars" are plotted ar darhed liner with rhorter drrher for negative preerurer. The zero 
presrure line alro has lon& darher. 
Lne can use the above information and Table 2 to determine contour velurr throughout the plotr. In some 
places this ir difficult but k n w i w  the maximum and minimum valurs helpr and greater detail is probably of 
little ure. Because of limited plotting area, say in the contracted neck of the jet, the irobars are 
difficult to dirtin8uirh ar negative or poritive. They are of courre poritive there becaure of the high 
rurface prerrure. Alro it rhould be noted that in the axi-rymnatric care rtreualiner are not uniformly rpaced 
for a uniform flow velocity. Thir ir the reason for the gap in rtreanlines along the central axla where a 
tube of flow involver little t r w  flov becaurr itr crorr r e c t i o ~ l  area ir mall, yet the flow velocity may be 
high. 
Beginning vith Fig. 1 and referring to Table 1 we note that the time is in the period wherr the inlet 
prarrure ir poritive but flow ir rtill into the chamber becaure of fluid inertia from the initirl ruction 
prriod. Thr left moat ibobar at the inlrt ir +8O (ree Table 2) while the lovert prerrure ir at the concave 
wnircur rurface and ir -2.9. Ar a r e f ~ r ~ n c e  it ir of interert that, in nondimenriorul unitr. a drop of unit 
radiur har r rurfacr prerrure of +2.0, One unit of prerrure being being provided by each component of the 
rurface teorion. Here in the firrt plot the rteble component of the rurface tenrion ir ruch ar to restore the 
flurh rtatur of the menircur at the free of the nozrle. Acting along with tho poritive inlet prarrure the 
flow direction ir roon revarred. 
In the rrcond plot of Fig. 1 the toroidal circulation at the inlet ir becaure of fl \ .  bending inward from 
tha rimulated large chamber preceding the nozrle. The prerrure ir negative at points jurt inward from the 
circulation where the flow rate ir high while at the center line the doformation caurer a prerrurr excrading 
the inlet prerrure. The menircur rurfaer har a prerrure near unity. 
In the next plot a drop ir forming tlirough forward motion even though the inlet prearura ha8 been 
revarred. Note the rhort darhed liner of prerrure (negative) and a zero pressure in the contracted rrgion of 
the incipient drop. Again the inlet toroidal circulation is rtill producins a prrrrure lower than the applied 
inlet presrure but now more negative then the -60 unite there. Tha circulation ir in the procerr of rpreading 
and dieing out. 
In the lart plot of Fig. 1 only rrmnantr af the inlet circulation renuins and a reparation rtreamline now 
divider flow forward in the drop with predominantly reverred flow in tho nozzle. Note that reverred flow 
begins in the boundary layer of the nozzle. At the time of rhe lart plot of Fig. 1 the prerrure cycle ir 
part. The remaining motion of the jet is parrive except fer the minor influence of the rmall poritive (unit 
prerrure) hereafter present at the inlet. The highest preraure ir at tha forward most point of the jet and ir 
a result of local defornutionr only. 
In Fig. 2 the progrerr of the jet is observed at four succaeding stager. In the firrt of there there is 
evidence of local reverse circulation at the manincur region tanding to remove the concave curvature. Thia 
and the continuing flow into the chamber are becauae ~f the rtabilizing surface trnrion in thir region. At 
the same time the destabilizing rurface tension component ir cauring higher prerrurer at the contraction 
although at this stage contraction ir dominated simply by maor depletion due to the forward and backward flow. 
There procesrer continue to the time of the 1;st plot of Fig. 2 where the rurface tension prarcure at the 
contraction is btzoming an influence on local uehavior. The menircur region har been pushed outward to be 
convex partly brbaure of the local high presrure and partly from ir~ertial motion from the earlier regtoring 
pressure. Also the taper of the connecting rhank to the drop ie no longer linear. Thir further indicator the 
influence of the surface tension prerrure it the contraction. 
In Fip. 3 we continue toward drop break off m d  include two plots following breakoff. Note that 8 
restoring presrure of the menircur portion drives fluid into the chamber to a rmall extent ro that the outward 
bulge ir diminished tetween the first and second plot of Fig. 3. Alro we note that a recond contraction ir 
occurring just behind the drop. 
Drop break off was here preret to occur when only one mesh dirtance (1120 of che nozzle diameter) 
remained. At this point the mechanic# of the numerical program requires a zero radiur and local angler 
consistent with a break. The break is arrumed to be locally rpherical ro that the two component8 of rurface 
tension are the ram. This eliminater the singularity of the unrtable component which taker on tile value of 
the etabilizing component. 
Two separate problem8 are solved simultaneourly after breakup. The menircur converger here to a rpherical 
rurface of unit radius becaure of the reridual unit prerrure at the inlat. The drop portion of the jet 
proceed8 toward a state where a drop plur a satellite exirt becaure of the contraction behinJ the nuin drop. 
IV. Concluding Comentr 
We are intereatad here in rutmariring thorc thing8 learned from the numerich1 model thur far. In some 
case9 the information war partially known from experiment and nutterr were clarified andlor confirmed by the 
model. In other carer the informstion from the model gave inright thur far unobtainable experimentally, 
1. The peak presrure magnitude8 for drivinl the jet are now obtairublr. There, of course, depend on nozzla 
lorrer but can br fairly well estimated for an ieitial trial calculation. 
2.  The prerrure history to drive the jet is nearly a rymnetric one for clean drop formation with a net zero 
impulre for a ringle drop. The negative phase of the prerrure hirtory ir errmtia!. to drop break off in 
the range of parameterr here rtudied. 
3 .  Uniform prerrure at the inlet crorr raction and ignorrd wetting of the outer facing of the norzlr are 
teesonable rimplifying rrrumptionr that do not affect cornpariron with experiment. 
4. In the rang8 of parmeterr here rtudied, the mentrcur ir very overdamped 88 ir the drop. Experimental 
menircur orcillationr preruarbly relate to chmber or chamber to nozzlr tranrition charrcterirticr. The 
latter can be rtudied with the prerent modal. 
5 .  The flow fialdr throughout the hirtory of drop generation m y  be arulyzed in alrort complete detail from 
the numerical rarultr and, intanul flowr, ueually not virible exprrimntallp, may here be rtudied. 
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Figure I .  Computer graphical output for nur~cr i~ml  ro lu t ion  of j a r  drop fofmltlm. Stt 'tabkt 2. 


